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Abstract This presentation looks at imperial-period engagement of the Russian frontier town Kiakhta and its residents with Maimaicheng (買賣城, literally ‘trade town’) - a neighboring trade outpost on the Qing side. My ‘fieldwork between folders’ has revealed that restrictive legislations of the Qing Empire and of the Tsarist Russia concerning border trade and migration into Kiakhta- Maimaicheng trading zone was easily violated on the ground by merchants coming there from different parts of the Qing and Russian empires. Exploring a wide range of military (including custom service) and trade diaspora groups that operated in Kiakhta and Maimaicheng, and taking a close look at their functions, duties and particularly narratives about each other, I demonstrate that all these diverse ethnic and social groups, despite mutual misperception, suspicion, mistrust, and even absence of a common language, created a unique and vibrant border community together, which was to a certain extent ‘detached’ from their imperial centers in Beijing and Saint-Petersburg. Moreover, Kiakhta and Maimaicheng regularly celebrated their holidays together, had their rituals of friendship, gift exchange and twinning arrangements between the Qing and Russian side residents. As a conclusion, I will suggest that close relations between Kiakhta and Maimaicheng inhabitants to a great extent were imbedded in a complicated web of unofficial relations based on co-ethnic (e.g. Mongols from Russian side – Mongols from the Qing side), common religious (followers of Tibetan Buddhism and Islam from the both sides) and professional ties (merchants–merchants; smugglers–smugglers); that all of them seemed to be in opposition to imperial bureaucracy represented by a Qing Manchu official jarguchi (Manch. or Ch. banshi siyuan) in Maimaicheng and the Governor General of Troitskosavsk fortress in Kiakhta, whose task was not only to facilitate trade relations, to impose taxes, but also to organize intelligence surveillance against the neighboring state.
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